Tariff of warehousing services for General Cargo and dangerous
goods and various means of transportation from 1/7/2021
Item
No
1

2

3

4

5

Description
The tariff of storage services on general goods in the common container
warehouse at Dekheila Container Terminal shall be calculated after a grace
period of 3 days from the date of the beginning of unloading the ship.
The tariff of storage services for dangerous goods in the dangerous materials
warehouse at the Dekheila terminal, as well as the various means of transport,
shall be calculated from the ship’s discharging start date.
The tariff of storage services on general cargo and dangerous goods is
calculated according to the weighted ton or the metric volume, whichever is
greater.
Tariff in
EGP
a- Discharging each ton /volumetric meter, whichever is
greater, including the use of warehouse equipment and labor,
85
and a fraction of a ton / volumetric meter is calculated as a
full ton.
b- Loading each ton /volumetric meter, whichever is greater,
85
including the use of warehouse equipment and labor, and a
fraction of a ton / volumetric meter is calculated as a full ton.
c- Inspection for the customs requested by the customer inside
200
the warehouse for each policy, including labor expenses,
etc., and returning to the warehouse again to the same place.
d- Cleanliness and pollution inside the warehouse for each bill
150
of lading.
Customs inspection, sorting, haulage and sampling picking:
a- Transporting of cargo to the place of customs inspection or
loading and sorting operations that follow the process of 50/ ton or
cubic
stowage in the warehouse for each ton / volumetric meter,
meter
whichever is greater including:
1- Use of equipment.
2- Required labor.

b- Picking samples for customs inspection and all consequences
related to the process donated by the company for each bill of
lading.

6

7

8

9

50

a- LCL services tariff for each bill of lading, including:
1. Delivery services during the day until the store is closed.
2. Entering cars.
3. Administrative expenses and neglected inspection.
4. The use of scales.

250

b- Working on holidays and public holidays for each bill of lading.

175

Storage of general cargo, parcels of personal luggage and samples:For a ton / volumetric meter or a fraction of a ton / volumetric meter, 16
whichever is greater for each day and part of the day is calculated as a
full day.
Storage of dangerous goods and dangerous liquids:For a ton / volumetric meter or a fraction of a ton / volumetric meter,
40
whichever is greater for each day or part of the day is calculated as a full
day.
50% from the fees is added for dangerous goods and liquids, and 100% for
explosives and radioactive materials is added to the handling operations .
Storage of different means of transportation in addition to the
luggage in case they are gathered in one policy from the beginning
of uploading day:
For a (ton / volumetric meter or a fraction of a ton / volumetric meter, 60
whichever is greater, it includes passenger cars / transport vehicles /
tractors / trailers / minibuses / buses / wheeled units and the similar) per
day.

Tariff of warehousing services for General Cargo and dangerous
goods and various means of transportation from 1/7/2021
General Conditions of tariff
1. Imported containers from outside the terminal with (LCL) system, their contents are
discharged into the subscriber’s warehouse and dangerous goods fees are calculated
in accordance with item (7), item (8) and item (9).
2. Preparation of samples for display:Based on the customer’s request to send the sample to the company’s workshops
for preparation, and what is used by the company’s equipment and electrical
energy, an amount of 500 pounds is paid by the customer directly.
3. Reserved and Abandoned Goods:a. An amount of 7500 pounds is collected for each ton or volumetric meter as a
deposit seized or abandoned, whichever is greater, according to the used storage
space under settlement.
b. Storage fees are calculated for reserved and abandoned goods on the basis of:*Item no (7)
*Item no (8)
*Item no (9) for various means of transportation
As of the day of abandoned or reservation without a grace period, provided that the
value of the deposit is refunded after delivered or re-export, and the customer will
be charged according to the actual number of storing days.
4. Cargo of a special nature, using special equipment:The LCL's warehouse will ask of special equipment if nature of goods needs that,
so 50% will be added to all handling items, taking into consideration the nature of the
goods (dry / dangerous).

5. Cargo Culling:In case of cargo culling decision has been taken or customer requesting the cargo
culling part of bill of lading in the LCL’s and dangerous goods warehouse, decision
no. (165) of 2013 is applied exempting these consignments from 100% of storage
expenses according to the rules related to the same the same decision.
6. Exemptions and Discounts:In case the customer or their representatives request of exemptions or discounts from
Alexandria Container and Cargo Handling Company, decision no. (200) of 2014
according to the rules related to the same decision.

7. Negotiation of discounts and Exemptions:Negotiation can be held for discounts or exemptions based on the company benefit and
can be done after the company board approval.

8. In the case of selling neglected goods:According to Article 118/4 of the Executive Regulations of the Auctions and Tenders
No. 89 of 1998 released by Minister of Finance Resolution No. 1367 of 1998, in case
of selling neglected cargo by the government sales authority who will assume the
period from the selling date to the delivery date.

9. The applicable tariff items will be reconsidering according to economic indicators
and competitive market prices.

